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Nancy Drew: the Clue of the Leaning Chimney
The Message in the Hollow Oak
Nancy Drew 10: Password to Larkspur Lane
Penguin Blue bells will be singing horses! This strange message, attached to the leg of a wounded homing pigeon, involves Nancy Drew in a dangerous mission. Somewhere an elderly woman is being held prisoner in a mansion, and Nancy is determined to ﬁnd and free her. Meanwhile, the young
detective’s close friend, Helen, begs her to solve a second mystery. Helen’s grandparents, the Cornings, are frightened by a sinister wheel of blue ﬁre that appears after dark in the woods outside their home at lonely Sylvan Lake. When Nancy discovers the signiﬁcance of the eerie signal, she also learns
that her two mysteries are connected.

The Mystery of the Ivory Charm
In this book, Nancy determines the eﬃcacy of an ivory elephant charm.

The Clue of the Broken Locket
Wildside Press LLC Kitty and Johnny Blair, two famous actors, adopt baby twins who were mysteriously found in a boat along the river. The cruel Blairs have only adopted the babies as a publicity stunt, as they hope to raise the children as actors, which will help their own careers. Nancy sets oﬀ to ﬁnd
their real mother and take them away from the Blairs.

The Mystery of the Brass Bound Trunk
A trunk that Nancy receives from her father for a trip to Buenos Aires becomes the center of a mystery.

The Haunted Bridge
Nancy Drew Mysteries, bk 15
Nancy becomes involved in a double mystery concerning a haunted bridge and jewel thieves.

Nancy Drew 12: The Message in the Hollow Oak
Penguin A group of professional detectives challenge Nancy to tackle a mystery that they have failed to solve: ﬁnd an invaluable message hidden by a missionary centuries ago in a hollow oak tree in Illinois. While searching the woods for the ancient tree, Nancy and her friends live with a group of young
archaeologists who are excavating prehistoric Indian burial mounds on a nearby farm. A shadowy enemy stalks Nancy and harasses everyone at the dig. The young investigator pursues her dangerous adversary to an outlaws’ cave, and is threatened when she discovers an unusual treasure. How Nancy,
with few clues to go on, solves this complex mystery will thrill all readers.

The Whispering Statue
Wildside Press LLC Nancy, Bess, and George encounter a troublesome stray terrier on their way to the opening festivities of a new park and recreation complex in River Heights. The terrier grabs the handbag of one of the guest speakers and loses it in a nearby pond. Nancy helps groundskeepers
retrieve the handbag and uses the notes found inside to prompt the nervous speaker during her address. She also ﬁnds a mysterious personal ad in the handbag. In a casual observation, the "clubwoman," a Mrs. Owen, tells Nancy about a statue on a deserted seaside estate.

The Message in the Haunted Mansion
Simon and Schuster Nancy Finds Mischief, Mystery, and Danger -- All Under One Roof! Nancy, Bess, and George have joined the Drews' housekeeper, Hannah Gruen, on a trip to San Francisco. They have come at the invitation of Hannah's friend Rose Green, who has asked their help in renovating a
charming old Victorian mansion. But there may be other, uninvited guests as well: visitors from the past...spirits who want the place all to themselves. Nancy suspects that there is another force at work -- greed. According to legend, a fortune in long-lost gold is hidden on the property, and someone is
determined to take it. But in a house full of trapdoors and secret tunnels, falling glass and suspicious ﬁres, ﬁnding the truth won't be easy. One misstep, and Nancy won't stand a ghost of a chance!
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The Secret of the Old Clock
Penguin Nancy Drew's keen mind is tested when she searches for a missing will.

Nancy Drew 13: The Mystery of the Ivory Charm
Penguin What secret life-giving power does the exquisite ivory elephant charm contain? Can the trinket really protect its wearer from all harm? Nancy Drew ﬁnds out when the owner of the Bengleton Wild-Animal Show asks her to investigate one of the performers who may be involved in some
mysterious illegal scheme.The girl detective’s assignment becomes complicated when the elephant trainer’s young assistant, Rishi, seeks refuge at the Drew home from his cruel foster father, Rai.While following clues to help the boy ﬁnd his real father, Nancy learns about an eerie abandoned house.
She is harassed by its strange owner, Anita Allison, and the ﬁendish Rai. How Nancy uses the ivory charm, reunites a maharaja with his son, and brings the evildoers to justice will mystify readers from beginning to end.

The Mystery of the Missing Mascot
Simon and Schuster The River Heights High Wildcats are facing their bitter rivals, Red Rocks High, in a girls’ softball play-oﬀ game. But before the ﬁrst pitch is thrown, the spirit of foul play intrudes. Someone breaks into River Heights High and steals the school’s prized trophies—a treasured portrait of a
pioneering woman coach and the team mascot’s cougar costume! Nancy, however, is convinced that the theft is not a simple case of bad sportsmanship. For the closer she comes to the truth, the more dangerous the game becomes. The burglar has already demonstrated a talent for disguise and
deception…and has now decided to play true hardball, taking aim at Nancy Drew!

Nancy Drew 54: The Strange Message in the Parchment
Penguin A sheep farmer receives a mysterious telephone call shortly after he buys a series of pictures painted on parchment. “Decipher the message in the parchment and right a great wrong,” the voice says. Puzzled, the owner asks Nancy to help. With Junie, his daughter, Nancy tracks down a
kidnapper and a group of extortionists. Is there a connection between the message in the parchment and a boy artist on another farm? And who is responsible for the atmosphere of fear in the neighborhood? After several harrowing experiences, Nancy begins to tighten the net around a ruthless villain
and calls on the assistance of her friends Ned, Burt, Dave, Bess and George to bring his nefarious scheme to a dead end.

The Clue in the Diary
Grosset & Dunlap A special treat for Nancy Drew fans, and any reader who's new to the series! This is a stunning new edition of an old favourite,The Clue in the Diary, the seventh book in the incredibly popular, long-running series. It's the same exciting mystery that readers have fallen in love with for
more than 80 years-Nancy must ﬁgure out the connection between a mysterious diary and a suspicious house ﬁre. Now with a brand-new look, this is an edition that collectors won't want to miss!

Nancy's Mysterious Letter
A special treat for Nancy Drew fans, and any reader who's new to the series! This is a stunning new edition of an old favourite, Nancy's Mysterious Letter, the eighth book in the incredibly popular, long-running series. It's the same exciting mystery that readers have fallen in love with for more than 80
years-when Nancy receives a letter informing her she's heir to a fortune, she decides to track down the sender, as well as the other Nancy Drew. Now with a brand-new look, this is an edition that collectors won't want to miss!

The Sign of the Twisted Candles
Putnam Publishing Group A reproduction of the ﬁrst edition of THE SIGN OF THE TWISTED CANDLE, as it was originally published in 1933. For readers who met Nancy Drew before 1959, this is the book they remember. Copyright © Libri GmbH. All rights reserved.

Nancy Drew 06: The Secret of Red Gate Farm
Penguin Nancy and her friends, Bess and George, meet Joanne Byrd on a train ride home. Joanne lives at Red Gate Farm with her grandmother, but if they do not raise enough money to pay the mortgage, they will soon lose the farm! Nancy, Bess, and George decide to stay at Red Gate for a week as
paying customers. Soon, they learn about the strange group of people who rent a cave on the property. They describe themselves as a nature cult called the Black Snake Colony. Nancy investigates their group and helps to uncover a ring of counterfeiters in town!

Message in the Hollow Oak and the Invisible Intruder
Nancy Drew Starter Set
Grosset & Dunlap Introduce young readers to everyone's favorite girl detective with this starter set that includes six hardcover stories: "The Secret of the Old Clock, The Hidden Staircase, The Bungalow Mystery, The Mystery at Lilac Inn, The Secret of Shadow Ranch," and "The Secret of Red Gate Farm."
Pkg.

Till Death Do Us Part
Simon and Schuster When Nancy turns down Ned's marriage proposal, she is shocked when the very next day he announces his engagement to another girl! Nancy knows the other girl is up to no good and she is determined to ﬁnd out what she is up to.
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The Flying Saucer Mystery
Simon and Schuster When Nancy and her friends ride deep into the Sawniegunk Forest in search of a ﬂying saucer, they ﬁnd themselves in the middle of more than one mystery. Wildcats, runaway horses, deadly snakes, and a disappearing Indian keep the sleuths tangled in danger and suspense.

Nancy Drew Mystery Stories Books 1-4
Penguin Nancy Drew's keen mind is tested when she searches for a missing will.

The Witch Tree Symbol
Putnam Publishing Group The Hidden Window Mystery: Nancy and her friends, Bess and George travel to Charlottesville, Virginia in search for a missing stain-glass window.

Password to Larkspur Lane
Nancy Drew Nancy Drew solves two mysteries when she learns the origins of an eerie wheel of ﬁre

The Mystery of the Moss-Covered Mansion
This eighteenth book in the Nancy Drew series was originally published in 1941.

The Secret of the Old Attic
The Nancy Drew Sleuth Book
Penguin Nancy Drew loves to share her tips for solving mysteries with the Detective Club, a group of her friends from River Heights. Get the scoop on Nancy’s sleuthing secrets—like what your handwriting says about your personality, how to identify ﬁngerprints, and even how to catch a ghost! Get a
clue with Nancy Drew!

The Hidden Staircase
Penguin More information to be announced soon on this forthcoming title from Penguin USA

The Silent Suspect
Simon and Schuster Ned’s cousin Lisa has been accused of setting ﬁre to her architect father’s new project—just to get out of the family business! It’s up to Nancy Drew to prove Lisa’s innocence and ﬁnd the real arsonists, or the suspect could become the next victim.

Nancy Drew 03: The Bungalow Mystery
Penguin While driving a motorboat around the Twin Lakes, Nancy and her friend Helen get caught in a dangerous storm. Luckily, they are rescued by another teenage girl in a rowboat. They soon learn that their rescuer is Laura Pendleton, whose mother has recently having passed away. Laura has come
to meet up with her new guardians, but something isn't quite right about them. Nancy investigates the situation, and soon she stumbles upon a shocking surprise in the cellar of a bungalow!

The Best of Nancy Drew Classic Collection
Three adventures of Nancy Drew, the classic mystery-solving heroine, are oﬀered in each volume.

The Clue of the Broken Locket
The Message in the Hollow Oak
The Greek Symbol Mystery
Simon and Schuster When Nancy is told that a large inheritance from a Greek tycoon, meant for her friend Helen Nicholas, was stolen, she knows it’s up to her to ﬁnd the culprit. But after following clues in the form of a poisonous snake in a basket of apples and a strange symbol stamped on a rare
Byzantine mask, Nancy and her friends ﬁnd themselves in the middle of a ring of art smugglers. Will they discover the secret of the Greek symbol and recover Helen’s inheritance?

Girl Sleuth
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Nancy Drew and the Women who Created Her
Houghton Miﬄin Harcourt An examination of the Nancy Drew stories and their inﬂuence on American girlhood since the 1930s explores mysteries related to the character's creators, and her role in shaping the modern American woman's identity.

Nancy Drew 26: The Clue of the Leaning Chimney
Penguin Nancy Drew and her friend Bess discover that a rare and valuable Chinese vase has been stolen from the pottery shop of Dick Milton, a cousin of Bess. Dick had borrowed the vase from his Chinese friend, elderly Mr. Soong, and he is determined to repay Mr. Soong for the loss. He tells Nancy
that if he can ﬁnd “the leaning chimney,” he will be on the track of a discovery which will solve his ﬁnancial problems. Nancy ﬁnds the leaning chimney, but it only leads her into more puzzles. Can there be any connection between the vase theft – one of a number of similar crimes – and the strange
disappearance of the pottery expert Eng Moy and his daughter Lei?

The Haunted Carousel
Wanderer Books Nancy Drew ﬁnds more than one mystery to solve when she searches for the reason an amusement park carousel turns itself on during the night.

The Bungalow Mystery
Penguin More information to be announced soon on this forthcoming title from Penguin USA

Nancy Drew 09: The Sign of the Twisted Candles
Penguin Another exciting mystery begins for the young detective when her friends Bess and George ask her to investigate a rumor that their wealthy great-granduncle, Asa Sidney, is virtually a prisoner in his own mansion. But solving the mystery and befriending Carol Wipple, the sixteen-year-old foster
daughter of the caretakers of the old mansion, nearly costs Nancy the friendship of Bess and George. It takes all of Nancy's sleuthing ability as well as diplomacy to save it.Nancy braves one danger after another to bring to justice the swindlers who are stealing Asa Sidney’s fortune. With only the sign of
the twisted candles to guide her, Nancy uncovers hidden treasure and an amazing letter that ends a family feud and brings unexpected happiness to Carol.
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